MOTORLESS GROUND-DRIVEN SPRAYERS THAT DO NOT REQUIRE GASOLINE OR BATTERIES FOR ACCURATE CHEMICAL APPLICATIONS OF HERBICIDE, FUNGICIDE, INSECTICIDE OR LIQUID DEICER

As a turf care professional, you will want to take a look at these simple and accurate sprayer units. Wheel Spray ground-driven sprayers will deliver applications that are relatively unchanged by the speed they are pushed. **The faster they are pushed, the faster they pump. These precision units are the most accurate, trouble-free liquid applicators available. Many cities and municipalities use these spray units to apply potassium acetate for treating and preventing ice on walks, paths and driveways.**
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The motorless Wheel Spray design gives turf managers and professional lawn care companies the benefit of a boom type spreader without the worry of engine maintenance. With no batteries or engine noise, these sprayers will promote a quiet, low profile for chemical applications and reduce the need for large tank trucks.

**The WS-485 Grounds Wheelie II is a 6 gallon, push sprayer designed for professional grounds maintenance. Equipped with shut-off controls on the handle and extra large tires to make pushing easier in tall southern grasses or on hilly, uneven terrain.** The twin wheel pumps spray a fan of solution 6’ wide, at the rate of 1000 sq. ft. per gallon. The 6 gallon tank, when full, will cover approximately 6000 sq. ft. The WS-485 is our most popular unit. Extra tanks are available.

**The WS-490 Greens Wheelie** is a 10 gallon push type commercial unit featuring the famous Wheel Spray ground-driven pumping system. **The pumping system is made of corrosive-resistant materials. This unit is used extensively by golf course professionals on the greens, the collars, and around the clubhouse.** The 10 gallon tank will cover approximately 10,000 sq. ft. at the rate of 1000 sq. ft. per gallon in a 6’ swath.

**The WS-495 Turf Wheelie II** is a 10 gallon pull type sprayer featuring two pumps and two spray nozzles that will deliver a 6’ fan of solution at the rate of 1000 sq. ft. per gallon. It features a tow bar to pull the unit behind a tractor or riding mower. **The shut-off controls, located convenient to the operator, allow the use of the nozzles independently.** This is a very popular feature with turf care professionals.

**The WS-250 Lawn Wheelie** is a 2.5 gallon push type sprayer. It is used to apply liquid fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides, fungicides and growth regulators. The ground-driven pumping system delivers a 36” fan of solution at the rate of 1000 sq. ft. per gallon. **This unit is very popular with lawn care professionals for use in confined areas, near buildings, shrubs, and decorative plantings.**
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